WOMEN AND THE FAMILY IN MODERN
EUROPE, 1700-c.1920

Required books, available at the bookstore:
L. Stone, The Family, Sex and Marriage in England 1500-1800

Other Book on reserve in the Library:
M. Wolstonecraft, A Vindication of the Rights of Women

Assignments
Friday, 14 October First short paper (7 to 10 pages)
or Proposal, Outline and Bibliography for a major paper (15 to 20 pages)
17 October - 23 November Oral reports on documents in Hellerstein et al
Friday, 2 December Second short paper (7 to 10 pages)
or * Major paper (15 to 20 pages)
* The major paper is only an option if you have submitted a proposal, outline and bibliography

Grading:
Tutorial participation 15%
Oral report 15%
* First paper 30%
* Second paper 40%
 or
* Proposal, Outline, Bibliography 20%
* Major paper 50%